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lion gave a strong impetus to the trade-union movement. According to official data over 2,000 unions, including 130 in Petrograd and Moscow, were organized in March and April.8 Most of them were very small, their membership being limited to the workers employed in one establishment.9 There followed a brisk campaign for unionization and merger. Regional central councils and central bureaus of trade unions were set up in Moscow and Petrograd in March and somewhat later in the provinces. Fifty-one central bureaus and 976 unions with an aggregate membership of 1,475,000 participated in the third ail-Russian conference of trade unions in June, but many of the small unions were not represented. The conference elected the All-Russian Central Council of Trade Unions and passed resolutions dealing with the eight-hour day, unemployment, female labor, arbitration of industrial disputes, factory inspection, professional press and cultural activities. Further encouragement was given to the amalgamation of small unions, a process that was not completed until after the October revolution. An investigation carried on by the first all-Russian congress of trade unions in January, 1918, covered 157 unions (one union failed to answer the questionnaire) with an aggregate membership of 2,253,000. The average membership for each union was 14,300, but more than half of the members (1,257,000) belonged to 16 unions with a membership of over 20,000 each; at the other extreme were 21 unions with less than 3,000 members each and an aggregate membership of 37?000. The textile industry (15 unions with 571,000 members) and the metal industry (35 unions with 526,000 members) were the strongholds of unionism. Practically all unions were organized on a local basis, that is? their membership was drawn from among the workers employed in the same locality and, not infrequently, in the same establishment.
Trade-unionism, like any mass movement, cannot be improvised on the spur of the moment. Born in the midst of a revolutionary upheaval,
8	L. V. Meller and A. M. Pankratova, editors of a valuable collection of docu
ments, Rabochee dvizhenie v 1917 godu (The Labor Movement in 1917) (Moscow-
Leningrad, 1926), emphasize the incompleteness and unreliability of trade-union
statistics for 1917 "and, indeed, for a long time to come."
9	For instance, Baku reported 27 unions in May. Of this number only three
unions had more than 1,000 members (seamen, 4,800; oil workers, 3,000; and book
keepers, 2,000), while the membership of the majority of the unions varied from
700 to as little as 35. Some of the unions, however, were large, and their member
ship increased rapidly. The Petrograd union of metalworkers had 16,000 members
in March, 70,000 m June, and 138,000 in August.

